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Impacts of Demand Data Time Resolution on
Estimates of Distribution System Energy Losses
Andrew J. Urquhart and Murray Thomson

Abstract—Copper losses in low voltage distribution circuits are
a significant proportion of total energy losses and contribute to
higher customer costs and carbon emissions. These losses can
be evaluated using network models with customer demand data.
This paper considers the under-estimation of copper losses when
the spiky characteristics of real customer demands are smoothed
by arithmetic mean averaging. This is investigated through
simulation and by analysis of measured data. The mean losses
in cables and equipment supplying a single dwelling estimated
from half-hourly data were found to have significant errors of
40%, compared to calculations using high resolution data. Similar
errors were found in estimates of peak thermal loading over a
half-hour period, with significant variation between results for
each customer. The errors reduce as the demand is aggregated,
with mean losses for a group of 22 dwellings under-estimated by
7% using half-hourly data. This paper investigates the relationship between the demand data time resolution and errors in the
estimated losses. Recommendations are then provided for the
time resolution to be used in future measurements and simulation
studies. A linear extrapolation technique is also presented whereby
errors due to the use of averaged demand data can be reduced.
Index Terms—Average demand, distribution system, losses, lowvoltage networks, time resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

NERGY losses in the distribution network contribute to
the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the electricity supply and also to the costs paid by the customer. In the
U.K., distribution losses are between 5% to 6% of the energy
delivered [1], [2], adding around 7% to domestic customer bills
[3]. Distribution network operators (DNOs) are under pressure
to minimize losses and receive financial rewards or penalties via
the Losses Incentive Mechanism according to their performance
[4].
These losses are due to both technical and non-technical factors, with the technical losses including a fixed “iron loss” and a
“copper loss” component that varies with the load. The copper
losses from the low voltage (LV) network are approximately one
quarter of the distribution losses [1], [2].
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With new low carbon technologies (LCTs) for the electrification of heat and transport, there is an increasing likelihood
that LV network infrastructure will need to be reinforced and
new cables installed [5]. Distributed generation may in some
cases reduce losses, but could also cause them to increase [6].
To minimize losses, the use of oversized cables is planned for
new installations in areas where high penetrations of new LCTs
are predicted [3]. The use of larger cables is also considered in
[7] where the increased capital costs are compared to the lower
cost of losses over the cable lifetime.
An accurate evaluation of losses is needed to understand the
relative proportion of the different loss mechanisms. However,
network models can be subject to errors if they use using averaged demand data that does not accurately represent the spiky
nature of real customer demand profiles. This source of error
arises since copper losses vary with the square of the current
and so will be under-estimated if calculated based on the arithmetic mean current.
Taking a simple example, the losses to supply a 1 kW load for
10 s, are one tenth of the losses caused by supplying a 10 kW
load for 1 s. It is important to recognize that the long thermal
time constant associated with a cable or transformer will help to
smooth the associated temperature rise but this does not remove
the risk of under-estimating the total amount of energy lost. This
concern has been noted previously where errors of over 20%
were noted for the losses in the outer branches of LV feeders, if
estimated using demand data averaged over 15 min [8]. Further
investigation is required into the dependency of this error on the
time resolution and the degree of demand aggregation.
In the absence of detailed demand data for individual networks, average losses can be estimated by multiplying the losses
for the peak demand by a loss load factor [9], [10]. This factor
may be calculated from an average demand curve, typically with
an hourly resolution. The loss load factor may also be estimated
from an empirical relationship with the load factor [9], [11].
Such approaches using standardized loss metrics have been categorized as “top-down” methods [12].
In the alternative “bottom-up” approach, losses are calculated
for the currents and impedances in the network. This requires a
full network model and inputs to describe the demand and generation for individual customers. The demand might be defined
by half-hourly “average” profiles [13], possibly in combination
with randomization techniques to create different profiles for
each customer [14], [15]. Other studies have used shorter time
steps, as in [16] where a 1 minute resolution was selected so
that the impact of losses could be more accurately represented.
A resolution of 5 min was recommended in [17] for representation of mean customer voltages and utilization of the main
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segment of the feeder cable. This study, among others, uses a
domestic demand with a 1-min resolution, based on statistics
for the occupancy of each house and for the use of individual
appliances [18]. Demand data from smart meters typically has
a resolution between 15 min and 1 h [19].
High resolution data is increasingly available from network
monitoring projects and modern equipment can record demand
and RMS current at better than 1 second resolution [20]. Losses
calculated from RMS current data avoid the under-estimation
problem noted above. However, this only provides the losses for
cables carrying the measured currents, not for those throughout
the network, and so network loss calculations remain dependent
on measured or estimated demand data.
This paper investigates the relationship between the demand
data time resolution (or averaging period) and the extent to
which copper losses are under-estimated. This provides a
rationale for selecting the time resolution in future energy loss
studies. A terminology has been adopted so that, for example,
“30-min data” refers to the arithmetic mean of the demand
over 30 min. The “theoretical loss” is the loss that would be
calculated given perfect knowledge of the variations in the
demand.
We define the “loss ratio” as the ratio of the losses estimated
from mean averaged data to the theoretical loss. This ratio may
be applied as a correction factor to improve the estimation of
copper losses when using mean-averaged demand data. Considering an individual single-phase dwelling, the loss ratio would
apply to losses in the line and neutral conductors of service cables and to any power management equipment such as might be
installed for voltage optimization. The loss ratio also applies to
groupings of consumers on a common single-phase circuit, including single-phase distribution transformers and the line and
neutral conductors of any single-phase mains.
On a three-phase LV network, the loss ratio presented below
may also be applied to losses calculated for the phase conductors, but a different ratio would apply to the neutral. The currents in the neutral are dependent not only on the time varying
demand in each phase, but also on the coincidence of these variations with the currents in the other phases. To represent this
accurately requires high resolution data for both the angle and
amplitude of the phase currents. Whilst acknowledging the importance of the three-phase case, this paper is confined to the
single phase case in order to present the underlying concepts as
clearly as possible. A future paper will consider the combined
impacts on line and neutral conductors of three-phase systems.
II. ANALYTICAL MODEL
A. Loss Ratio for Step Changes in Demand
Assuming an approximately constant voltage, the demand
data can be scaled to provide an estimate of the mean current.
Fig. 1 shows a measurement period
in which the current experiences a step change from
to . The change occurs at
a time interval after the start. With a nominal resistance ,
the theoretical losses (without any impact due to averaging) are
given by the sum of the losses for each current level:

Fig. 1. Step change in current within an averaging period.

(1)
If the demand is represented by an arithmetic mean average
for period
, (again with constant voltage), the arithmetic
mean current will be as indicated by the shading on Fig. 1. The
time-weighted mean current is
(2)
The loss from the mean averaged data is therefore
(3)
The step change can be described in terms of a time ratio
such that current occurs as a proportion of the
measurement time, and also by the relative magnitude of the two
current states
. Re-writing (1) and (3)
(4)
(5)
The loss based on the mean averaged demand can be expressed relative to the theoretical loss
:
(6)
It can be seen that, if
, then
. This represents the
case with a smooth profile, such as for the aggregated demand
of many customers. In this case, changes in the current due to
one appliance are small compared to the total demand, and so
the averaging effects introduce a low error.
Conversely, if
then
is proportional to . This could
represent a single appliance with an on/off activity pattern, for
which the loss ratio is determined by the duty cycle. For the
example given in Section I, the losses for an appliance with a
10% duty cycle would be found to be only 10% of their true
value if the demand is taken as the arithmetic mean average over
the duty cycle.
Since (6) depends only on the proportion of time for which
the current is in each state, regardless of the sequence in which
it occurs, the same equation would apply if the demand were
repeatedly switching between the two states. This therefore also
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Setting
where
and
gives

3

and
and
,
have a uniform distribution between 0 and 1

(9)
Fig. 2. Step change in current averaging periods shorter than the duty cycle.

represents the case of a cyclic, and where the averaging period
is long compared to the duty period.
B. Loss Ratio for Averaging Periods Shorter Than the Duty
Cycle
The analysis is now extended to describe a second scenario in
which the averaging period is much shorter than the duty cycle
of the demand variation, as in Fig. 2.
The cyclic demand profile requires a current varying between
states and , over a measurement time . There are
averaging periods, each of length . Within this total, there are
periods with constant current
and
periods with constant current . There is no error in the loss estimation for these
periods since the current is constant. There are also averaging
periods during which there is a step change in the current, and it
is assumed that these periods are sufficiently short that there is
only one transition per period. Over a long measurement time,
an equal number of transitions is expected from to and
similarly
to .
The current variations do not necessarily conform to a regular
duty cycle, with the length of each current state being different
each time. Each transition from to occurs at time
after
the start of the averaging periods, and similarly each transition
from to occurs at
. Over a long measurement period,
the values
and
have a uniform distribution between 0
and .
The theoretical energy loss
is determined as above as the
sum of the losses in each averaging period:

(10)
For values
taken from a uniform distribution between 0
and 1, the mean over a long period is 0.5, such that
(11)
The sum of squares term in (10) is evaluated by considering
that the probability density function of is the same as that of
a single cycle of a saw-tooth waveform between 0 and 1 (by
re-arranging the values of in ascending order). For large ,
the mean sum of squares of discrete samples tends towards the
mean square of the waveform found by integration, so that
(12)
The loss estimates therefore reduce to
(13)
(14)
The loss based on arithmetic mean averaged data is therefore
an under-estimate, by an extent that is determined by the demand profile and the averaging period. As above, the loss ratio
is defined as
so that
(15)

(7)

The duty cycle of the irregular cyclic demand pattern is defined such that the current is at level on average for a fraction
of the total measurement time , such that

A similar approach can be taken for the energy losses estimated from the arithmetic mean averaged samples :

(16)
Making the substitutions as above, and using (11) gives
(17)
Since

(8)

, the number of periods

is
(18)
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The loss ratio can then be expressed as
(19)
In (19), the extent to which the loss is under-estimated depends on three terms. The first term is determined by current
ratio and time ratio , and the second term is a factor
which determines how frequently the current switches from one
level to another, relative to the measurement period. Both of
these factors depend only on the demand variation itself and are
independent of the sampling method. Finally, the ratio is also
proportional to the averaging period.
For a specific cyclic demand profile, the loss ratio therefore
varies linearly with the averaging period. When this period approaches zero, the loss estimate tends to the theoretical loss.
This result can be anticipated if the total loss is considered to
be the sum of 1) correctly estimated losses from periods with
constant demand, plus 2) under-estimated losses from periods
containing a step change. As the averaging period reduces, the
expected error in the
power of the loss remains constant
(when considered over many periods). The number of periods
with step changes also remains constant. However, the contribution of this power loss to the total energy loss scales in proportion with the averaging period.
III. SIMULATION MODEL
A. Validation of Analysis for a Single Switched Appliance
A Matlab simulation has been developed to model the example demand profile described above. This provides a validation of the above analysis and also allows the errors to be investigated where the averaging period has a similar magnitude to
the periodicity of the demand profile.
The model has been configured to simulate the demand from
a 2.3-kW electric hob at a low power setting, thermostatically
controlled and switching on and off with a cyclic pattern. This
has been found to represent a particularly “spikey” domestic
load, having both high peak power and short duration cycles
of around 20-s periods [21].
The demand profile is generated as a sequence of switching
events between two states of 11 A and 1 A (representing a constant background current), so that
. The appliance duty
cycle has a mean period of 8 s at the 11 A state, and a mean period of 12 s at the 1 A state, giving
. The switching
times are randomized by adding a uniformly varying offset between 1 second onto the length of each switching state period.
The simulation calculates the theoretical losses (without any
impact due to time averaging) by combining the losses for each
steady state period in the switching sequence. A second data set
is then generated for which the losses are calculated based on
the arithmetic mean average current over a series of sampling
periods. The loss ratio is calculated as the ratio of the loss from
averaged data to the theoretical loss.
The results in Fig. 3 show the loss ratio simulation results.
The figure also shows linear approximations from (19) for
which the averaging period is shorter than the duty cycle, and

Fig. 3. Loss ratio, for 1 appliance, simulation versus analysis.

from (6) where the averaging period is longer than the duty
cycle. For this specific scenario representing the electric hob,
there is a worst case loss ratio of approximately 50%.
The loss ratio results from the simulation are shown to be a
good fit to the linear approximations. The relationship from (19)
remains valid until the averaging period increases so that there
is more than one step change within a single period.
B. Energy Losses for Multiple Switching Appliances
So far the illustrations and modelling presented have been restricted to the simple case of an individual appliance with cyclic
switching. This serves to illustrate the concepts but now we consider a more practical case with multiple appliances.
Two further simulation configurations were defined with the
demand from either 2 or 5 appliances combined. As before, a
series of switching event times was generated for each appliance. These were then sorted chronologically to create a single
sequence of switching events for the combined demand. The
theoretical losses were calculated from this combined sequence.
The switching sequence was then sampled as before to represent
the data that would be generated by an averaged demand profile.
The appliances were each configured with the same current
states of 11 A and 1 A, but with slightly different mean duty
cycles. With a long measurement period, this ensured that the
phase alignment of the duty cycles would slide relative to each
other, such that the results were not dependent on the starting
times for the sequences of the multiple appliances.
Fig. 4 shows the loss ratio for the simulation with multiple appliances, plotted now for averaging periods up to 20 s so that the
trends for short averaging periods can be seen more clearly. The
linear approximation for a single appliance from (19) is included
as before. Although the analytical approach only allows for a
single appliance, it can be seen that the loss ratio for multiple
appliances also follows a linear trend, deviating from this approximation where then averaging period becomes longer than
the mean time periods of the current states. The point at which
the curves deviate from a linear relationship is shown to depend
on the characteristics of the appliance cycling, rather than on the
number of appliances that are aggregated. However, the extent
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Fig. 4. Loss ratio, for multiple appliances, simulation results.

Fig. 5. Example 30-min interval of demand for one dwelling.

to which the losses are under-estimated decreases as the degree
of demand aggregation increases.
For appliances with a relatively fast switching pattern (such
as a thermostatically controlled hob), these simulations show
that averaging periods for data recording should be in the range
of seconds, rather than minutes, if energy losses are to be accurately determined.
IV. MEASURED DATA ANALYSIS METHOD
The simulation results presented above are illustrative of
problematic scenarios involving small numbers of high-power
switching appliances. We may anticipate, however, that, for a
typical dwelling, the overall demand profile will, in practice,
have less frequent transitions between high and low current
states and more frequent occurrence of intermediate currents,
and therefore that the effect of mean averaging on loss estimation will be less than that shown above. The following analysis
uses high-resolution measured data to quantify the magnitude
of errors that may be expected in realistic situations within a
distribution network, particularly in all single-phase equipment
leading to final customer meter points.
By calculating the arithmetic mean over successive blocks of
the measured data, it is possible to show how the losses would
have appeared with longer averaging periods. The -th averaged
current
is calculated from the original time series for a
block period of samples as
(20)
The total energy losses can then be determined by combining
the losses for each block average current:
(21)
The loss ratio for block size is the ratio of
calculated from RMS average currents:

5

to the loss

(22)

A similar ratio can be defined based on the worst case loss
estimates over individual periods of block size k. This shows the
impact of averaging on the peak thermal loading, for example
over a half-hourly period:

(23)
If the measured data is based on RMS current data, then the
denominator in the above ratios represents the theoretical losses
exactly. Otherwise, the theoretical losses are approximated by
the losses calculated from the original data, which may already
have some error due to mean averaging.
V. MEASURED DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS
A. Measurements From One Dwelling at 1 Second Resolution
The demand at a single dwelling has been recorded with
1-s resolution for a period of 7 days in August 2010 [21]. The
load current was estimated from the measured real and reactive
power, assuming a constant 230-V supply.
The demand profile was found to consist of short periods with
frequent switching events, and also long intervals when the demand was relatively constant. Fig. 5 shows a 30-min period
that was selected as an example of a time when the demand is
switching frequently. The plot shows the original 1-s data, together with averaged 1-min data and 30-min data. The 30-min
data shows the mean demand, but omits all of the short-term
variation. The 1-min data captures some the switching pattern
but mostly does not represent the extremes of the variation.
The loss ratios for the full 7 day monitoring period are shown
in Fig. 6. For 1-min data, the estimated losses are 89% of the
losses with 1-s data. For 30-min data, the estimated losses are
62% of the losses with 1-s data, thereby under-estimated the
losses by 38%.
The common practice use of 30-min average demand data is
therefore expected to introduce significant errors in estimates
of losses within cables or equipment that serve individual
dwellings. Fig. 6 illustrates that an averaging period of the
order of seconds is required in order to ensure that the loss
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Fig. 6. Loss ratio for one dwelling, based on 1-s data.

Fig. 7. Loss ratio for groupings of dwellings, based on 1-min data.

ratio is close to unity and so to provide good accuracy of losses
calculated directly from such data.

The results in Fig. 6 have been re-normalized to an extrapolated estimate of the full energy losses, as above. The re-normalized loss ratio for the 1 second data is effectively unity, and
so the losses estimated from this can be considered to be equivalent to the theoretical losses.

B. Method to Estimate Full Losses When Using Mean
Averaged Data
Inspection of the 1-s demand data shows that there are a
number of periods for which the demand is similar to that shown
in Fig. 5. Based on the analysis presented above, the loss ratio
would be expected to vary linearly with the averaging period for
periods up to about 1 min, as confirmed in Fig. 6.
This allows for the use of a longer averaging period than
noted above, by exploiting the linear relationship illustrated in
Fig. 6. Using the original 1-s resolution as a reference, the loss
ratio can be determined for block sizes of 2 and 3 s, etc.
In this region of the curve, the losses
can be approximated
by a linear relationship with gradient , relative to varying integer multiples of the averaging period, giving
(24)
is an extrapolated estimate of the theoretical losses.
where
Combining results for the original resolution
and a second
result
for blocks of two consecutive samples
the
estimated full losses according to the linear approximation are
(25)
For the results in Fig. 6, an original measurement resolution of 30 s would have allowed for pairs of samples remaining
within the linear region of the graph, and would therefore allow
a good estimate of the full losses to be made. A measurement
resolution of 20 s would allow for a third averaging point within
the linear region up to 60 s, thereby giving greater confidence
in the linear relationship.
A key observation from Fig. 6 is that the gradient increases in
magnitude as the averaging period reduces. If the extrapolation
method were to be used with an original measurement resolution
greater than 30 s, the estimated losses would be closer to the
actual full losses, but some under-estimation error would still
remain.

C. Measurements From Multiple Dwellings at 1-Min
Resolution
The impact on estimates of energy losses due to using averaged demands has been considered for a second set of measured
data, recorded at multiple dwellings. This allows the errors in
energy loss estimates to be considered for different degrees of
demand aggregation.
This data recorded the demand with 1 minute resolution at
22 dwellings in Loughborough, for a period of 42 days in May
and June 2008 [22]. The active power recorded by the meters
is assumed to be proportional to the load current (effectively
assuming a constant voltage and power factor).
By adding the demands, the losses for a single dwelling have
been compared with losses for groups of 5, 11, and 22 dwellings,
and calculated for different averaging periods as in (20). The
mean losses were averaged over all 22 individual houses and for
multiple groups of dwellings (e.g. for 11 groups of 2 dwellings
or 2 groups of 11 dwellings, etc.). This meant that all of the data
points were represented in each result, such that the difference
in losses depended on the method by which the data was combined, rather than on which particular dwellings were selected.
(For groups of 5, the first 20 dwellings were included). All of
the dwellings are considered to be on a common single-phase
supply.
Fig. 7 shows the loss ratio for the varying aggregation group
sizes. The curves are close to linear for short averaging periods,
as indicated by the dotted lines on the plot and the extrapolation
method of (25) has been used to provide an improved estimate
of the theoretical losses. The loss ratio derived from averaged
demand data is then re-normalized to this estimate of the theoretical losses.
From Fig. 7, the mean losses calculated from 30 minute data
for single dwellings show only 60% of the estimated theoretical losses, meaning that losses are under-represented by 40%.
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Fig. 8. Loss ratio for one dwelling, using 30-min data, relative to mean loss
over 30 min, based on 1-s data.

Similarly, the mean losses calculated from 1 minute data were
96% of the estimated theoretical losses. The averaging has less
impact if more customer demands are aggregated together. With
the combined demand from 22 houses, the losses estimated from
30-min data are 93% of the estimated theoretical losses.
Loss ratio results were also generated with the 22 dwellings
considered individually. In this case the mean losses for 30-min
data are found to vary from 39% to 74% of the losses with 1-min
data.
Similarly, the losses from 1-min data were between 93% and
98% of the estimated theoretical losses. The corresponding ratio
of 89% from the 1-s data (Fig. 6) is outside of this range. This
suggests again that although linear extrapolation from 1 min
gives a better estimate of the full theoretical losses, a higher
resolution is ideally required.
D. Effect of Averaging on Short-Term Heating Effects
The discussion so far has considered losses from the perspective of energy efficiency, and the results have shown the impact
of averaging the demand data on the losses over the full length
of the available data sets. To examine the impact of the loss estimation errors on peak thermal loading, it is necessary to consider the losses over a shorter period.
Fig. 8 shows the relative energy losses for a single dwelling
calculated over a 30-min period. Each point shows the ratio between the losses based on 30-min data, and the mean of the
losses based on 1-s data over the same 30-min period. The results show that the 30-min data can significantly under-estimate
the losses, indicating down to 10% of the loss that would be
calculated from 1-s data. However, these more extreme ratios
occur rarely and are found at times when the demand is relatively low. For the 30-min period with greatest mean demand
(3.9 kW), the losses estimated with 30-min data were 74% of
the losses calculated as the mean of 1-s data. Peak losses would
therefore be under-represented by 26% if using 30-min data for
this particular time period.
A number of points in Fig. 8 follow a linear pattern. These relate to the use of a 3.3-kW appliance, together with a low background demand. The loss ratio for these points is then described

7

Fig. 9. Energy loss for group of 22 dwellings using 30-min data, relative to
mean loss over 30 min, based on 1-min data.

by (6) with
, and is approximately proportional to the fraction of time for which the appliance was switched on within
the 30-min period. The mean demand for these points is also
proportional to , giving the linear pattern in Fig. 8. The two
points to the right of the graph are due to the rare concurrent
use of a second high power appliance.
As above, results were also generated for the 22 dwellings
using 1-min data. In general, the peak losses from 30-min data
did not occur in the same 30-min period as the peak losses from
1-min data. The ratio of these peaks varied between 43% and
96%.
A similar plot in Fig. 9 shows the relative losses for the demand aggregated over the 22 dwellings. The loss ratio is expressed here relative to the losses for 1-min data, since the theoretical losses over the 30-min periods are not known.
With a greater level of demand aggregation, there is less
impact of the averaging. The minimum ratio between the loss
based on the 30-min average demand and the losses over a
30-min period is 65%. For the maximum demand within the
monitoring period, the loss based on the 30-min demand is 96%
of the loss with 1 minute data.
These error ratios would need to be considered where simulation results are to be compared with measured maximum demand data. Maximum demand indicators can operate by measuring the heating effect of the load current (e.g., in a bi-metallic
strip) and the recorded value therefore gives an RMS measurement over the specified time lag period, typically 15 to 30 min
[23]. Simulation models based on average demand data would
provide a lower maximum demand than seen in indicator equipment, with a ratio given by the square root of the loss ratios presented above.
These results show that comparisons between simulation results and measurements from meters installed at feeder junctions (with less demand aggregation than at substations) could
have significant errors.
E. Loss Load Factor
The sections above have considered the impacts of time resolution on loss calculations where individual customer demand
data is available. We now consider the impacts on the loss load
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Fig. 10. Loss load factor for groupings of dwellings, based on 1-min data.

factor, i.e., the ratio of the mean losses to the losses with the
peak load [11]. This is typically derived from a sample of demand data use as a general loss estimation metric [24].
Assuming that the “peak demand” is defined over a time period of samples, the loss load factor
based on RMS
averages would be

another averaging period being used by the maximum demand
indicators. For example, considering the loss load factor for the
group of 22 dwellings derived from hourly data, losses would
be over-estimated if this factor were combined with peak losses
calculated from readings of a maximum demand indicator with
30-min time lag.
Clearly the recorded peak current is likely to be higher if the
demand is measured over a longer period. The loss load factor
results in Fig. 10 are based on the peak losses occurring over
the 42 day measurement and in any of the groups of dwellings.
Alternatively, the loss load factors might be calculated based on
an average daily load curve, such as with an hourly averaging
period [24]. In this case, the average peak-hour losses would be
lower than those in the worst-case hour, giving a higher loss load
factor. Applying this approach to the data for the group of 22
dwellings gives a loss load factor of 0.4, compared to the value
of 0.18 in Fig. 10. As expected from the discussion above, losses
calculated from an average load curve are subject to a further
slight under-estimation if the averaging between days uses an
arithmetic mean. However, a much more significant error could
arise if losses were calculated using a loss load factor derived
from a daily load curve (using the averaged peak hour losses),
but combined with one-off peak losses based from a maximum
demand reading.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

(26)
However, in the absence of high resolution RMS current data,
the loss load factor can be determined from an average demand
profile, as in [24], so that
(27)
The difference in these two calculations then becomes
(28)
and
are given by (22) and (23) above.
where
These factors have been calculated for varying averaging
periods from the 1 minute data described above, as shown
in Fig. 10. Results are presented for single dwellings and for
groups of 5, 11, or 22. Results are also shown for both RMS
averaging (26) and arithmetic mean averaging (27).
The loss load factor (and also the load factor) increases as
the degree of load aggregation increases. The results are clearly
also dependent on the averaging period used when defining the
losses associated with the peak load.
There are only slight differences between calculations based
on RMS average losses and those based on arithmetic mean demand data. This indicates that the use of mean averaged data
has similar impact on the long term energy losses
and the
peak energy losses
.
The results presented here emphasize the need for consistency in the definition of the time period for which the peak
demand is measured. Errors could potentially arise if one time
period is used in the calculation of the loss load factor, with

When arithmetic mean averaged demand data is used in modelling low-voltage distribution networks, the spiky characteristics of real customer demands are removed and network losses
may be significantly under-estimated.
For the demand at a single dwelling, the estimated losses
from half-hourly mean-averaged data were found to be approximately 60% of the losses without the impact of averaging, therefore under-estimating the losses by 40%. Even with 1 minute
data, the estimated losses were found to be between 89% and
96% of the losses without the impacts of averaging. These results are directly relevant to the operation of assets associated
with a single dwelling (or similar), including service cables,
small pole-mounted distribution transformers or voltage-optimization equipment that might be introduced. Using half-hourly
data in these cases could significantly under-estimate the losses.
Moving back through the network, the total aggregated demand becomes much smoother, greatly reducing the error in the
estimated losses due to mean demand averaging. With demand
aggregated from a group of 22 dwellings, the losses estimated
from half-hourly data were 97% of those from 1 minute data.
Half-hourly data therefore appears adequate for the quantification of losses at this level of aggregation.
In seeking to provide guidance on the time resolution
needed to avoid significant errors, this paper has illustrated
that calculated losses contain an error that varies linearly with
the averaging period, once this is reduced below the shortest
switching state periods of high-power appliances. This effect
has been illustrated analytically for single loads with a cyclic
profile, expanded through simulation for multiple loads and
further demonstrated through the analysis of measured demand
data. Two sets of high-resolution measured demand data were
used to quantify the effects of reduced resolutions, indicating a
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need for very high-resolution data if errors in calculated losses
are to be avoided. For the demand at a single dwelling, an
averaging period in the order of a few seconds is suggested.
Alternatively, an improved estimate of the actual losses may
be obtained through extrapolation of losses estimated from
lower resolution data. If the averaging period is sufficiently
short that the linear relationship noted above can be demonstrated, then this provides a good estimate of the full losses.
Where the switching of high-power appliances has periods of
30–60 s (as in the measured 1 second data), this allows for an
averaging period of around 30 s. Note however that a higher
resolution may still be required for other purposes such as
power quality studies.
The use of mean averaged demand data also affects estimates
of peak thermal loading, and even small percentage errors in
losses may be significant if they coincide with the peak demand.
For the demand of a single dwelling, the worst-case losses from
half-hourly data were found to vary between 43% and 96% of
the losses over the same 30-min period using 1-min data. Again,
a smaller error occurs when the demand is more highly aggregated.
The loss load factor decreases as the averaging period used to
determine the peak losses is reduced. This highlights a potential
error in calculations if, for example, an hourly averaging period
used in deriving the loss load factor and the peak losses are
determined based on current readings from a maximum demand
meters with 30-min time lag.
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